Abstract. Let f = X r (a + X 2(q−1) ) ∈ F q 2 [X], where a ∈ F * q 2 and r ≥ 1. The parameters (q, r, a) for which f is a permutation polynomial (PP) of F q 2 have been determined in the following cases: (i) a q+1 = 1; (ii) r = 1; (iii) r = 3. These parameters together form three infinite families. For r > 3 (there is a good reason not to consider r = 2) and a q+1 = 1, computer search suggested that f is not a PP of F q 2 when q is not too small relative to r. In the present paper, we prove that this claim is true. In particular, for each r > 3, there are only finitely many (q, a), where a q+1 = 1, for which f is a PP of F q 2 .
Introduction
A polynomial f ∈ F q [X] is called a permutation polynomial (PP) of F q if it induces a permutation of F q . Permutation binomials over finite fields in general are far from being well understood [3, 2] . However, significant progress has been made towards understanding the permutation properties of more specific types of binomials. In this paper, we are interested in the binomials over F q 2 of the form f q,r,t,a = X r (a + X t(q−1) ), where 1 ≤ r ≤ q 2 − 2, 1 ≤ t ≤ q, a ∈ F * q 2 , as PPs of F q 2 . Such binomials were investigated in several recent papers [8, 3, 5, 6, 4, 7] . The results in these references are summarized as follows. (ii) (q, a) belongs to a finite set which is determined in [5] . (ii) (q, a) belongs to a finite set which is determined in [6] .
Result 1.5. [6] For q ≥ 7, f q,1,7,a is a PP of F q 2 if and only if (q, a) belongs to a finite set which is determined in [6] . (q+1)/2 = 1/3 owe their existence to more subtle reasons. The class f q,r,1,a , that is, t = 1, appears to have been overlooked, at least in the literature. However, this is a relatively easy case, and later in Theorem 4.2 of the present paper, we will prove the following: f q,r,1,a is a PP of F q 2 if and only if gcd(r, q − 1) = 1, q + 1 | r − 1, and a q+1 = 1. A necessary condition for f q,r,t,a to be a PP of F q 2 is that gcd(r, q − 1) = 1.
. Therefore, we may assume that
Another necessary condition for f q,r,t,a to be a PP of F q 2 is that (−a) (q+1)/gcd(q+1,t) = 1. (Otherwise, f q,r,t,a has at least two roots in F q 2 .)
The aforementioned results allow us to make some observations about the class f q,r,t,a as a whole. Under the assumptions that gcd(rp, t(q−1)) = 1 and (−a) (q+1)/gcd(q+1,t) = 1, there are four infinite families of parameters (q, r, t, a) for which f q,r,t,a is a PP of F q 2 :
(i) a q+1 = 1, gcd(r − t, q + 1) = 1;
These are probably the only infinite families. It is likely true that for each given (r, t) with either r > 3 or t > 2, there are only finitely many (q, a) with a q+1 = 1 and gcd(rp, t(q − 1)) = 1 for which f q,r,t,a is a PP of F q 2 . This claim has been confirmed by Result 1.6 for r = 1 and t > 2. In the present paper, we confirm the same for r > 3 and t = 2. The precise statement of the theorem and an outline of its proof are given in the next section.
Additional works by several authors on the topic that are in progress have not been indicated in the present paper; interested readers may find them in the near future.
Acknowledgments. The author would like to thank Qiang Wang and Stephan Lappano for the discussions that partially motivated the work in the present paper. Let f = f q,r,2,a , where a ∈ F * q 2 , a q+1 = 1, and assume, as in (1.1), that gcd(rp, 2(q − 1)) = 1, where p = char F q , that is, r and q are both odd and gcd(r, q − 1) = 1. We will show that if r > 3 and q is not too small relative to r, then f is not a PP of F q 2 . More precisely, our main result is the following theorem.
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, where r and q are both odd, r > 3, and a ∈ F * q 2 is such that
8r − 15 if r ≡ 3 (mod p) and either p = 3 or r ≡ 7/4 (mod p), 6r − 11 if p > 3 and r ≡ 3, 7/4 (mod p).
Outline of the proof.
Among the power sums x∈F q 2 f (x) s , where 1 ≤ s ≤ q 2 − 2, the useful ones are those with s = α + (q − 1 − α)q, where α is odd and 1 ≤ α ≤ q − 2; the others are automatically 0. The sum S(α) = x∈F q 2 f (x) α+(q−1−α)q is computed and the result can be made explicit for small values of α. Assume to the contrary that f is a PP of F q 2 . We then exploit the consequence that S(α) = 0 for all odd α with 1 ≤ α ≤ q − 2. The consideration of S(1) = S(3) = S(5) = 0 produces a contradiction except for a few special cases: p = 3 or r ≡ 3, 3/2, 7/4 (mod p). The case r = 3/2 requires minimum effort. When r ≡ 3 (mod p), we examine an additional equation S(p l ) = 0 for a suitable l to reach a contradiction. When r ≡ 3 (mod p) and either p = 3 or r ≡ 7/4 (mod p), useful information is extracted from the equation S(7) = 0 to settle the case.
The sum S(α) can be expressed as a polynomial in r and z = (−a)
Our approach relies on computations of resultants of polynomials; such computations are easily performed with various symbolic computation programs.
Outline of the paper.
In Section 3, we compute the power sum x∈F q 2 f q,r,2,a (x) s . Section 4 is a brief detour to the case t = 1. The power sum x∈F q 2 f q,r,1,a (x) s is obtained by an easy adaptation of the computation in Section 3. The result allows us to determine the necessary and sufficient conditions on (q, r, a) for f q,r,1,a to be a PP of F q 2 . The remaining three sections constitute the proof of Theorem 2.1, in three cases: Section 5: p > 3 and r ≡ 3, 7/4 (mod p); Section 6: r ≡ 3 (mod p); Section 7: r ≡ 3 (mod p) and either p = 3 or r ≡ 7/4 (mod p). Throughout the paper, letters in the typewriter font X, r, z always denote indeterminates. If the primary use of a polynomial A is its values A(r) for a parameter r, then the indeterminate of A is designated as r. The characteristic of F q is always denoted by p.
Power Sums
Assume that q is odd. Write f = f q,r,2,a = X r (a + X 2(q−1) ), where r ≥ 1, gcd(r, q − 1) = 1, and a ∈ F * q 2 . For 1 ≤ s ≤ q 2 − 2, written in the form s = α + βq,
The inner sum in the above is 0 unless α + βq ≡ 0 (mod q − 1), i.e., α + β = q − 1.
The above sum is 0 unless α is odd. We assume that α is odd. Write
We claim that the conditions 0 
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We first assume that d = q − 1. Then (3.4) becomes
Now assume that d = q − 1. The computation from (3.4) to (3.7) holds after the term with i = α and j = 
To summarize, we have proved the following Proposition 3.1. Let q be odd and gcd(r, q − 1) = 1. For 1 ≤ s ≤ q 2 − 2, written in the form s = α + βq, where 0 ≤ α, β ≤ q − 1, we have
if α is odd, α + β = q − 1, and d = q − 1, 0 otherwise,
where d and z are given in (3.3) and (3.6), respectively. (ii) The PPs in Results 1.2 and 1.7 corresponding to (r, z) = (1, 1/3) and (3, 3) are quite nontrivial. When (r, z) = (1, 1/3), we have d = α − 1. In this case, we know that for all odd α > 0, the identity (3.10)
holds in Q; see [1] . When (r, z) = (3, 3), d = q − 2 − α. In this case, for all odd α > 0, we have in Q that (3.11)
which is equivalent (3.10). The fact that f q,1,2,a (with (−a) (q+1)/2 = 3) is a PP of F q 2 follows from (3.9) and (3.10); the fact that f q,3,2,a (with (−a) (q+1)/2 = 1/3) is a PP of F q 2 follows from (3.9) and (3.11). Although (3.10) and (3.11) are easily seen to be equivalent, it is not clear how f q,1,2,a with (−a) (q+1)/2 = 3 and f q,3,2,a with (−a) (q+1)/2 = 1/3 are related.
The Case t = 1
Let g = f q,r,1,a = X r (a + X q−1 ), where r ≥ 1, gcd(r, q − 1) = 1, and a ∈ F * q 2 . The power sum of g can be easily obtained by an adaptation of the computation in Section 3. Let 1 ≤ s ≤ q 2 − 2 be given in the form s = α + βq, 0 ≤ α, β ≤ q − 1. If α + β = q − 1, we have x∈F q 2 g(x) s = 0. When α + β = q − 1, comparing with (3.2), we have
To summarize, we have the following proposition. Recall that r and q are both odd, r > 3, and a ∈ F * q 2 is such that a q+1 = 1. We assume that q ≥ 6r − 11, p > 3, and r ≡ 3, 7/4 (mod p).
Assume to the contrary that f = f q,r,2,a is a PP of F q 2 . Since q ≥ 6r − 11, in (3.3) we have 
where z is given in (3.6). The expression Θ(α) is a polynomial in z with coefficients in Z [1/2] . In fact,
A 1 (r, z) = (2r − 6)z 2 + z − 2r + 3, Note that A 1 (r, z),
. By assumption, z = −1. Hence z is a common root of A 1 (r, z), . With computer assistance, we find that By assumption, (r − 3)(4r − 7) ≡ 0 (mod p). For the moment, also assume that 2r − 3 ≡ 0 (mod p). Then r is a common root of h 1, 3 ) cannot be both 0 in F p , which is a contradiction. Now assume r ≡ 3/2 (mod p). By (5.7) -(5.9),
Since q ≥ 8r − 15, (7.1) gives c = 1. Note that d = q − 1. Now (3.9) with α = 7 gives (7.3) Θ(7) := i
